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Abstract
Prairie of Mine(s) explores the incorporation of cultural and historical elements within the reclamation of a postindustrial mining landscape in the South Saskatchewan prairie. Reclamation solely by ecological methods often fails
to recognize the industrial processes and people that altered the landscape. This project utilizes experiential, cultural,
and historical elements within the reclamation of mining lands to shed light on a part of our history that is frequently
overlooked and draw attention to actions made on the earth everyday in order for us to live comfortably.

* This book is best viewed with the ‘facing pages’ setting in your .pdf viewer turned on.
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Preface
In Topographic Memory Bruce Lindsey writes “The longer I am away from the landscapes of my youth the more I
feel I am from them” and I wholeheartedly agree. When I reflect on the landscape that I was raised in - a mixeduse farm in West Central Saskatchewan - I think of the old granaries standing a disheveled watch atop the coulee,
keeping me within my limits, the rusted farm machinery abandoned in caragana rows, and the bolts found in the
gravel kicked up by my turquoise cowboy boots. I remember the smell of engine oil in our shop; its spaces filled with
the churning of the air compressor; the work shirts of my Dad, the sweaters of my grandfather, and the gardening
gloves of my mother as she coaxed her many gardens through a decade of drought. I can still feel the cold water
on my hands as I washed the carrots and potatoes in the outside double sink. I can see the pussy willows and
buffalo beans found along the ditches and hear my grandma’s meadlowlarks singing. There was a list of chores to
be done if you ever dared to say you were bored. Every one had dirt under their fingernails. My family and most
of those that I knew worked the land: be good to it and hope for rain.
I never considered that the golden fields surrounding me were not ‘natural’. I did not see them as industrial
landscapes. I was not aware that many people did not know what a combine was or how it worked. That canola
stinks something awful and that flax turns into a waving sea of purple in the right light. I did not realize the reverence
that I would have for things that wear their history on their face or my appreciation for all things rusty or tarnished.
My notions about the heroism of labour and my imaginings of a time other than my own 26 years…
It comes as a surprise to me that subjects surrounding me in my youth, specifically rural life, industry, labour ethic,
and the prairies, would interest me for years. I once believed that I was removed from that landscape, but I



now recognize my removal as merely physical. I am still of that little piece of the prairies bounded by the South
Saskatchewan River and always will be. My roots, it would seem, run deep in that dry, brown soil.
I am so very grateful to have had the opportunity within my practicum research to return to Saskatchewan to focus
on topics that are close to my heart.
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Chapter 1: Arrive



“ it is the work of human beings upon
nature that is at the source of our
amazement...
this is our man-made

sublime ”

Edward Burtynsky in
Manufactured Landscapes



Backrgound
Catalyst
Our combine lost a tire… that is how this all began. The wheel bolts on one of the tires of our Case IH 1680 snapped
and the tire fell off in the middle of a lentil field. This was not a huge problem since we could just order new parts…
But unluckily this was a dual combine, which was not heavily used in Canada yet. So my Dad found a store in a little
town in North Dakota that carried the wheel bolts we required; the owner told him they would put them in the mail
right away. But as luck would have it, Canada Post was on strike that summer and we had just begun harvesting.
Having no time to waste, my Dad and I climbed into his truck that afternoon, caught the next ferry across the South
Saskatchewan River and were off to the Port of North Portal, south of Estevan, to cross the border.
On the second day of our trip I looked up from reading the Western Producer aloud to my Dad to the most
confusing landscape that I had ever seen. I sat in wonder and awe; the highway was surrounded by grassy,
little mounds that seemed to repeat and stretch on forever. It was like we were in a dream or in another world.
Scenarios flashed through my mind of how this familiar prairie could have become so altered. Strange as it might
have been, I found it to be mesmerizingly beautiful and was instantly curious. My Dad explained that we were
driving through the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields, one of the oldest coal mining areas in Saskatchewan, and that the
mounds were actually spoil piles from previous strip mining operations. Before that moment I had not been aware
of the massive earthmoving involved in resource extraction. Once we returned home the coalfields were all that I
talked about to anyone who would listen.
Little did I realize how long I would be infatuated with the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields and its surreal terrain…



Extractive Industries
Much discourse on industrial landscapes is focused on those located within urban areas, such as shipyards,
warehouses and factories; beautiful, decaying spaces of broken glass, exposed brick and neglected yards. Although
I am attracted to these spaces, I am constantly pulled outside the city limits to the rural; to the immense, industrial
landscapes of extraction that are often hidden from our view or ignored over time.
Someone once told me that some things become invisible because we can always see them. They become so
engrained within our perception of a place that we fail to question them. We forget to notice their uniqueness.
Unfortunately, this is often the case with industrial landscapes. For example, we can drive across the prairie and
barely notice the power lines, even though they are in plain sight the whole time. They deliver electricity to our
homes, yet we somehow separate ourselves from them, preferring not to be a part of their impedance across our
horizon. Similarly, the industrial landscapes of open pit mines and abandoned quarries are not seen as part of our
everyday lives, yet we make use of their output daily. We are all implicated in the exploitation of the environment
by extractive industries. This project seeks to make visible the connection between the public and the ongoing
extraction of natural resources, as well as draw attention to the actions that are made on various landscapes
everyday in order for us to live comfortably.

“We are drawn by desire – a chance at good living – yet
we are consciously or unconsciously aware that the world
is suffering for our success” (Burtynsky, 2006, p. 4).




Design Concept
s
Reclamation
Current reclamation of mining land is primarily centered on ecological factors, which involves the creation of a similar
ecology or habitat as that which existed before the alteration of the landscape. It often includes the leveling of
spoil piles and seeding of the landscape to forage crops. By law, mining companies are obligated to return the land
to its pre-mining condition (Saskatchewan Energy and Mines, 1994, 15). Inadvertently, this results in a disconnect
between us and our history by a failure to recognize the industrial processes that altered the landscape.
Below: The changes of landscape before, during, and after open pit mining.

“Coal is a valuable resource. It
provides a significant amount of the
World’s energy supply and it is the
basis for many industries. However,
in areas where coal lies close to
the Earth’s surface and has been
exploited by opencast techniques,
radical alterations of landscape and
significant impacts on the environment
have occurred” (Mudroch, 2002, p.1).



Various theories that advocate for the inclusion of cultural and historical aspects within the reclamation of a site
were influential in defining my personal approach to the reclamation of former mining lands. They are explained
below:
In his book, Reclaiming the American West, Alan Berger states that acts of reclamation will never return the land
to its original condition. The landscape may appear visually similar to its previous state, but its natural condition is
permanently altered. He proposes that rather than reclaiming land in order to restore it to its pre-mining occupations
we should consider these as experimental sites. Berger encourages the incorporation of cultural as well as ecological
elements to be a part of reclamation projects.
Adriaan Geuze, of West 8, argues that the revegetation of a mining landscape for purely aesthetic value is a
delusion (Geuze, 1995). In order to keep an area’s history present he urges designers to expand the reclamation
of mining landscapes to include historical and cultural aspects. In doing so they can create an identity of labour and
community that the region can be proud of, rather than one of a destructive past.

“…sublime landscapes of industry can be appreciated for what they
represent in terms of cultural and social history for the towns and
people that survive around them” (Holden, 2003, p. 81).


Edward Burtynsky, a Canadian photographer, visually documents areas where human activity has significantly
reshaped the surface of the earth. In Lori Pauli’s Manufactured Landscapes: The Photographs of Edward Burtynsky
these landscapes are described as ‘ephemeral’. Burtynsky tells of how time gradually erases the evidence of
human activity as nature begins to reclaim abandoned industrial sites. He questions our attraction to industrial
landscapes, suggesting that it is the impermanence of extractive landscapes that we find intriguing.
Robert Smithson, a renowned earthworks artist, advocated that our use of technology must be acknowledged in
the landscape in order to reconnect our contemporary culture to its working past (Kirkwood, 2001). He believed
that it was inappropriate to conceal the industrial past of a site and chose instead to articulate its “unnatural”
origins.
The authors of Revelatory Landscapes suggest that designers should continually investigate the land, what we have
made of it, and what our place within it might be. They propose that “the new might be no more than an articulation
and extension of what already exists” (Betsky, Levy, & MacCannell, 2001, p. 8). The authors advocate for acts of
critical interpretation that make us more aware of what is already there; we are to look at the site and then look
at ourselves.
These land reclamation concepts were fundamental in influencing my thoughts on the importance of incorporating
experiential, cultural, and historical elements within the reclamation of a site.



Kennecott Copper Mine, Bingham Valley, Utah

(Pauli, 2006, p. 67)

Cultural Landscapes
Since 1992, UNESCO has recognized and defined cultural landscapes as “the combined works of nature and
humankind that express a long and intimate relationship with peoples and their natural environment” (UNESCO,
2008). From the breadth of landscapes listed on its World Heritage list - from gardens (the Royal Botanic Gardens
at Kew) and geographic regions (the French Pyrenees) to agricultural landscapes (the Rice Terraces of the Philippine
Cordillera) and industrial sites (Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape, UK) - it is clear that all human–made
landscapes can be said to have cultural meaning.

“The man-made landscape – the
ordinary run-of-the-mill things that
humans have created and put
upon the earth – provides strong
evidence of the kind of people
we are, and were, and are in the
process of becoming” (Lewis, 1979, p. 15).
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Designing for the Past
For many reasons, what we know of history differs from what actually
happened. First, evidence of past events has often been lost or destroyed
and its stories exaggerated with time. Second, it is highly improbable that
we can give our full attention to each single event in our seemingly unending
history. And third, we know a different past because our ever-changing
present continually necessitates fresh interpretations of what has taken place.
We reshape our past to make it more attractive in modern terms. We fit it to
our personal aspirations and needs.
Perhaps the past is always better in our minds. The tales that we imagine
and the people that we create. Maybe part of the beauty of remembrance
is that it is altered by us.

11

Memory, history, and physical remnants are all sources of past knowledge. While memory and history are insights or
processes, physical remnants are residues of processes (Lowenthal, 1985). Although they often require interpretation
they can vividly illustrate that there actually was a past, effectively bridging the then and now. We seek to know
the past through these physical remnants or traces, which are often found in the landscape. We are convinced of
their age by one of two ways. First, by signs of their use or decay (such as a worn tablecloth), which requires our
awareness of organic change. Second, by their likeness to a historically obsolete style (such as vintage cars), which
requires our knowledge of history (Lowenthal, 1979).
In his essay Age and artifact: Dilemmas of appreciation, Lowenthal states that three types of action take place
when we recognize physical remnants of the past:
a) Recognition and Celebration: We mark the site, disassociating the relic from its surroundings, therefore giving it
prominence.
b) Maintenance and Preservation: We seek to protect that which we cherish. This often means that we fence off
or seal away antiquities. This alters the condition in which the artifacts are experienced; they are removed from
the here and now.
c) Enrichment and Enhancement: We seek to make a disconfigured past complete. Old buildings are decorated and
landscapes are manicured as we fit them to our desires.
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Quite often our involvement in preserving or interpreting remnants of the past leaves them in a state unlike those
which they would ordinarily be in. “To value the past is to alter the past” (Lowenthal, 1979, p. 108). Museums move
dispersed remnants into one geographic location, placing artifacts of many periods together. Historic features are
often grouped together as well, creating a static display that separates relics of the past from the present.

“The protection of natural and cultural
history – the reuse and integration of the old
into the new without fanfare while avoiding
the temptation to turn everything into a
museum because it’s old – lies at the heart
of maintaining a continuing link with the past
and with a place’s identity” (Hough, 1990, p. 210).
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“ A heritage should move its admirers to participate,

not merely look on…” (Lowenthal & Binney, 1981, p. 235).

Literature on preservation and conservation suggests that we alter the past in order to improve it. We celebrate
what we find beautiful and play down the shameful and ugly. We choose to acknowledge people’s glories and
ignore their failures. But, it could be proposed that it is possible to acknowledge both in a cultural landscape.
Those spaces are not pristine. Each is an autobiography of the thoughts, values and actions of a group of people.
Therefore, it is integral to include not only the glories, but also the supposed failures and items considered to be
‘ordinary’. Do those events or relics not also deserve attention? And should we not design for more than acts of
passive viewing?
In the endeavour to deal with the industrial past the mining landscape should not be ignored. Memories are still
alive within industrial sites but they require interpretation if they are to become meaningful. These places of shared
memory can detail the economic, social and cultural history of a region. This practicum seeks to encourage visitors
to physically engage with the former mining lands as they start to connect the timeline of its life, the past and present
commingled, rather than separated.

14

(Saskatchewan Archives)

“ How

will we know it is us without our

past... ”

John Steinback, Lure of the Local
15
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Chapter 2: Wander

17

Precedent
s
Why are industrial landscapes important? What are the qualities that make them different from other types of
landscapes? How or why should we reclaim these disturbed landscapes? How are they perceived and how do
they evolve? I wanted to keep these questions in mind as I started to look at projects that utilized the remnants of
extractive processes as design elements.
Ferropolis, located near Dessau, Germany, is a former strip mine that now serves as a gathering place and
memorial to over a century of coal extraction. It is an open air museum that uses mining machines to create venues,
such as amphitheatres for concerts, and poses questions regarding what forms a post-industrial landscape can take
on (Holden, 2003).
Rheinelbe Sculptural Wood, also in Germany, is a project by Herman Prigann located on a former coal mine
that was once a garbage dump. Using various artistic interventions Prigann exposed the site’s depletion and
destruction (Strelow, 2004).
The s’Hostal Quarries on the island of Minorca, Spain have coexisted with the rural environment for centuries. The
design intervention involved the reclamation of the ethnological and artistic heritage of the sandstone workings.
The labyrinthine forms of the quarry now function as performance spaces and pathways for visitors to view the
processes involved in quarrying sandstone (Rosell, 2001).
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Rheinelbe Sculptural Wood
(Strelow, 2004, p. 134)
Kennecott Copper
Mine, Bingham Valley, Utah
19
(Pauli, 2006, p. 67)

These precedents showcase a variety of methods that embrace the use of historical and cultural elements within the
reclamation or re-use of a former industrial site. For example, Ferropolis’ greatest strength is that it gives visitors an
idea of the scale of digging that once took place by incorporating mining equipment into the museum. This design
emphasizes how important it is to help visitors truly grasp the immensity of earth moving that takes place within
extractive landscapes. Herman Prigann’s project in Germany accentuates elements which may be considered
unsightly, therefore challenging the perception that only the beautiful and honourable are worthy of recognition. The
s’Hostal Quarries and their architectural voids influenced my thoughts on maintaining the earthforms created through
extraction. With the addition of minimal infrastructure they are able to strongly convey the history of the site.
After looking at various precedents I visited eight industrial sites across Western Canada: six mines (three of which
involved headlamps and one that involved a bright, red jumpsuit) as well as two quarries. Not only was I trying to
choose a site, I was also taking note of how each mine or quarry was being used and the success of those postindustrial uses.

“I love the open

20

road and all that it suggests.”
Smashing Pumpkins, Soot & Stars, 2005

Site Visit
s
I went on a few

wanderings...

Winnipeg

21

Brit
annia Copper Mine
Britannia Beach, BC
July 9, 2007
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Britannia Copper Mine along Howe Sound, north of Vancouver,
British Columbia, no longer operates but a Museum of Mining runs
tours through the site.

This mine also struck me as a museum of
endurance, somehow honoring the men and
women who persevered through mine closures,
avalanches, fires and floods in this once remote
setting in order to carve out a life.

“One miner would hold the candle and
the pick. His partner would swing the
sledge at the pick...
I know which miner I would have
wanted to be.”
(J. Elliott, personal communication, July 12, 2007)
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Gillis Quarry
Garcon, MB
July 24, 2007
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Gillis Quarry is an active limestone quarry just north of Winnipeg,
Manitoba. I was in awe at the architectural voids created by the
quarrying process. It was here, through conversations with one of
the owners, that I realized how differently we all perceive industrial
landscapes.
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Steeprock Quarry
Steeprock, MB
August 14, 2007
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Steeprock Quarry is an inactive quarry along the eastern edge of
Lake Manitoba. Due to rainwater collection it appears to be a small
lake, rather than a deep quarry. The area is fenced off and the public
is not allowed in.

Leitch Colleries
Crowsnest Pass Area, AB & BC
September 24, 2007

Leitch Collieries, located within the rich coal mining region of Crowsnest
Pass in Alberta, was a bustling mine during the early 1900s. Interpretive
signage throughout the grounds shares the collieries’ history with visitors.

“Shanz, you’ve been here before you know.
We used to stop here on the way to your
uncle’s ranch when you were little. But
it looked a lot different then, they hadn’t
repaired the crumbling buildings. I think
I liked it better then…”
(J. Baxter, personal communication, September 25, 2007)
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Sullivan Mine
Kimberley, BC
September 25, 2007
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Kimberley’s Sullivan Mine is a former lead and zinc mine located in the
side of a mountain. I was fortunate enough to spend a day conducting
plant profiling for rhizome growth on the tailing ponds with the mine’s
reclamation specialist.

“I’ve been giving tours of the site to school children since the
early ‘80s. It used to be that when I asked the kids if they
knew someone who worked at the mine…a dad, an uncle,
or a brother, they would all have their hands up in no time.
Well, I gave my last tour in 2000, just before the mine closed
down and as usual I asked the kids if they knew someone who
worked in the mine. And after exploring every possible link to
the mine, family members, friends, neighbours, etc. only 1/3
of the children had their hands up. Their detachment from
the mine had happened that fast.”
(E. Baker, personal communication, September 27, 2007)
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Bellevue Herit
age Mine
Bellevue, AB
September 28, 2007

The mountainside Bellevue Heritage Mine, with 240km of tunnels, was the
highlight of my road trip through Alberta and British Columbia. Here I met
Lennie McIsaac, a sweet Nova Scotian who had been mining coal for
over 40 years. He walked me through the art form of cutting coal before
I toured the former underground mine.

“I never regretted going
underground. I was never
scared. I’m the last miner in my
family.”
(L. McIsaac, personal communication, September
30, 2007)

30

Bellevue Mine Entrance
(Chrismas, 1998, p. 81)
31

(L. McIsaac, personal communication, September 30, 2007).
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Lennie told me stories of men trudging to work through a metre of snow, more than happy to go underground
because it was warm there… Of fire bosses, who would enter the mine every morning before their workers with
an asbestos blanket wrapped around them to burn off the deadly methane gas that collected overnight… Of the
Welsh Notch, an incredibly simple yet innovative system of gauging tectonic shifts by placing a pencil between
the collar (horizontal) and leg (vertical) timbers in a mine. If the miners could pull the pencil out when they entered
the mine they knew that it was safe to work for the day. But if the pencil had become wedged between the two
timbers the miners knew that the earth around them had shifted overnight and therefore to be cautious. He also
mentioned that canaries were used in the mines to test methane levels and that if you saw the mice running for the
exit “you best damn well follow them ‘cause they knew something that you didn’t”. This visit, more than any other,
really shed light onto the human element of mining for me.

“The mine was at a 30 degree slope,
which caused the miners to walk off
to one side. But there were chains
hanging from the roof as plumb lines
to remind them what was truly up
and down.”

(D. Peterson, personal communication,
September 30, 2007)
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Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields
Estevan, SK
August 2005
June 13, 2007
October 4,10,11,12, 2007
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My second trip to the coalfields helped satisfy (yet pique) my curiousity of
this landscape that had arisen during my first drive through them two years
previous with my Dad.

I had an amazing time exploring this landscape by myself. I parked to watch
the gargantuan draglines heaving coal up from the depths, drove down grid
roads snapping photographs as locals stopped to offer me a ride, and finally
walked amidst the spoil piles.
I met Rose Walliser, who showed me around the Bienfait Coalfields Historical
Museum that her late husband had helped establish. It was from her that I
learned the Estevan/Bienfait region was home to four abanadoned mining
towns and hundreds of underground mines scattered across the region.

“It has really changed around here; there
used to be so many people! I remember
when Main Street would be full of cars
for Saturday dances. One row would even
park down the middle. Now they all drive
to Estevan for everything. You cannot even
buy milk in town anymore.”
(R. Walliser, personal communication, October 10, 2007)
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Mosaic Pot
ash Mine
Allan, SK
November 24, 2007
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I was also fortunate enough to visit the active Mosaic Potash Mine, just
south of Saskatoon. After three generations of farmers, my family has its
first miner…my older brother. He had started work at the Mosaic mine a
few months previous and offered to give my parents and I a tour.

“My buddy Freddy freaked out as soon as
he stepped out of the elevator. He had to go
straight back up to the surface. They say some
people can’t take the underground.”
(K. Baxter, personal communication, November 28, 2007)

We descended half a mile into the earth and
spent three hours touring around the underground
tunnels. It was interesting to hear the miners talk
about the hierarchy of above-ground and belowground workers.

37

Outcomes
These wanderings gave me access to both active and inactive sites of extraction. I was fortunate enough to
take part in interpretive programming at three of the inactive mine sites, Brittania Copper Mine, Leitch Collieries,
and Bellevue Heritage Mine. These visits would influence my personal approach towards introducing cultural and
historical elements into the act of reclamation.
For instance, I realized that I found it very frustrating to only be shown part of the story. The workers of Britannia
Copper Mine resided in two communities, one up on the mountain (the ‘Townsite’) and another along the ocean (the
‘Beach’). Yet the tour did not mention the Townsite. It had been abandoned and destroyed decades ago, the only
reminder of habitation being the rectangular hole of the Townsite’s swimming pool. This settlement was an integral
part of the mine’s story, but as of yet it has not been recognized in the museum’s programming.
I also found that I applauded the use of signage in the absence of guides in sites such as Leitch Collieries. The shells
of the wash buildings and stone supports of the coking ovens would not have been nearly as meaningful without
the displays describing the collieries’ history. Once I discovered each remnant’s function or role within the mining
process the individual elements of the site became less disparate.
But the most influential aspect of these wanderings was the conversations that I had with past and current workers
of the mines, as well as the locals. Their tales of the camaraderie, trust and humor found in the underground mines,
but also of the back breaking labour. Stories from the sons and daughters of the miners about the first company

38

house that they ever lived in and how the air was so thick with coal dust growing up that some days they were
not allowed to leave the house. These historical and cultural narratives would become a significant part of my
investigation and design.

(Saskatchewan Archives)
39

Select
ing an Indust
rial Site
After my wanderings I returned to Winnipeg to compile my findings and choose a site. After much deliberation,
and much to my surprise, I chose the site that piqued my interest in the subject, the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields. Its
winding patterns of man-made spoil piles standing unabashedly in the landscape had stayed in my mind longer
that I ever realized they would.
Looking back, it is fitting that I chose the site that originally compelled me to explore the topic of industrial landscapes.
I grew up on a farm in the Saskatchewan prairie, not unlike the prairie surrounding this region. And as Bruce Lindsey
wrote in Topographic Memory, “The longer I am away from the landscapes of my youth the more I feel I am from
them.” I am very proud to be from rural Saskatchewan. I come from many generations of farmers and ranchers. I
may not have grown up in the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields, but I do understand what it is like to grow up in a world
based on labour and land here in the prairie.
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“Because it will all be forgotten
if someone doesn’t record it…”
Bill Johnstone, former miner from Victoria, BC
(Chrismas, 1998, p. 12)

41
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Chapter 3: Frame

43

Context
Looking at an aerial photograph, Saskatchewan is divided into square boxes by the Dominion Grid. But when
you turn your eyes to the southeast corner of the province, just 15 km north of the United States border and
115 km west of the Manitoban border, these lines fade as serpentine formations take their place of prominence
(Freedman, 1968). This is the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields, where roads no longer exist every mile. Reclaimed mining
pits, underground mine slumps, and spoil piles blanket the landscape instead. The four abandoned mining towns of
Shand, Pinto, Old Taylorton, and New Taylorton also exist within the landscape, “disappearing under deepening
grass” as one local woman put it.

44

Saskatchewan

“Shannon, please don’t tell me you’re
going to run around alone on top of old,
unstable, underground mines all day...”
said my Dad.
“Dad, no one said I would be running”
was my reply.
He just sighed.
Putting away my cell phone I realized he
had a good point ...this was not one of my
most clever ideas.
(D. Baxter, personal communication, October 10, 2007)

Saskatoon

Regina

Estevan
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Estevan

Bienfait

Shand

Taylorton
Coalfields

Roche
Percee
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CPR and CN Railroads

Abandoned Towns

Major Highways

Existing Towns

Private Mine Roads

Pinto

Towns and Transport
at
ion

“Prairie. The very word seems to suggest broadness. ‘An expanse of land, of low relief,
treeless or nearly so.’ Brought originally from France, the word prairie is now profoundly
North American. To me prairie is a thin membrane of grass, stretched tightly over secret
horizons of soil, and shaped by drought, geography, and solitude… It is a region indifferent
and often brutal to those who live in it. A love for this region does not come easy…”
(Gayton, 1990, p. 7)

The region is characterized by long, cold winters, with an average daily temperature of -15oC and an extreme
of -42oC and dry, hot summers, with an average daily temperature of 20oC, and an extreme of 41oC. Annual
precipitation is less than 500 mm and humidity is negligible (Environment Canada, 2002). The surrounding topography
of this prairie region is flat to gently undulating and traversed by the winding Souris River, which flows east into
the Assiniboine River. The Souris river has two tributaries nearby: Long Creek, which was dammed to create the
Boundary Dam Reservoir, and Short Creek. Both approach the river from the South. Each side of the river is
occupied by pasture land and cereal crops.
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Here, beneath the South Saskatchewan prairie lie eight seams
of lignite coal. This coalfield is part the province’s 25,000 km2
coal basin. It also spreads across the border of the United States
and underlies 75,000 km2 of North Dakota as well (Guliov,
1973). Geologists call this the Ravenscrag Formation. Four of
these eight seams, the Short Creek Seam, Roche Percée Seam,
Souris Seam and Estevan Seam, have been or are currently
being mined.
Today there are three settlements within the immediate vicinity
of the coalfields. The City of Estevan, which is surrounded on
three sides by deposits of lignite coal, is by far the largest centre
with a population of 10,084. To the east, the Town of Bienfait
has a population of 748, and farther south the Village of Roche
Percée has a population of 149 (Statistics Canada, 2006).
There are currently four surface mines in operation with an
estimated 130 abandoned underground mines and thousands
of acres of spoil piles that remain as reminders of past mining
processes (Broughton, 1985).
(Saskatchewan Archives)
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“The most outstandng feature of the topography of the coalfeld area tself
are the man-made spol banks. The advent of the strp mnng of lgnte n
1930 led to large areas of the coalfeld beng lad to waste, a process that
has contnued on an ncreasngly large scale up to the present. Some of
the older spol banks are partally, naturally, revegetated whlst the newer
ones are devod of any vegetaton” (Freedman, 1968, p. 8).
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MiningBackground
Introduction to Coal
This region’s anomalous physical appearance of rhythmic spoil piles and gargantuan mining pits is the result of a
process that began approximately 100 million years ago when the world was warm and damp (Arnold, 1985). Plants
died and lay in shallow water, which decelerated their decay. Gradually the layers of dead plants deepened, and
pressure increased until the plants became peat and later coal.
Coal is a form of stored energy that releases its power as heat when it burns. It is the most widespread fossil fuel
and has been found on every continent (Arnold, 1985). Coal becomes harder, darker, and a more efficient source
of fuel the deeper it is found. It can be divided into three types:
• Lignite is the softest coal. It is dry, woody, and crumbles easily.
• Bituminous is the most common coal. It is fairly hard and has a slight sheen.
• Anthracite is the hardest and oldest coal. It burns hottest and produces the least smoke; it is very black and
glossy.
All three types of coal are found in Canada, but the only coal found in Saskatchewan is lignite. It is a brown coal
with a higher moisture content than bituminous or anthracite coal (Arnold, 1985). Therefore it produces less heat
per ton and is worth less in the market. Another drawback is that it decomposes when exposed to air, so it cannot
be mined and stockpiled. It needs to be shipped to its market while it is mined (Arnold, 1985).
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Canadian Coal
The coal regions of Canada are divided into: the Cordillera (BC and the foothill and mountain regions of Alberta),
Plains (Alberta and Saskatchewan), New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
Until the 1800s there was no significant development of coal mining in Canada. The British and French were still
at war, and the Industrial Age had yet to begin. In 1825 organized coal mining began with the formation of the
General Mining Association in Nova Scotia. By 1835 there were coal mines open on Vancouver Island, which were
followed by development of the East Kootenay district in British Columbia and Alberta (Brown, 1985). The arrival
of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) and Canadian National Railway (CNR) allowed for greater development of
coal mines throughout the interior of Canada. The coal-fired locomotives not only provided transportation for the
product, but created a market for it as well. Canada was becoming industrialized, making the importance of mining
very apparent to the public.
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Known Undergrounds by 1914
Major Undergrounds by 1931
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Idle Undergrounds by 1931

Spoil Piles (1920 -1970s)

Mines of t
he Past

Estevan/Bienfait Coal
The history of extraction in the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields dates from the initial settling of the area in the late 1800s.
Mining initially consisted of burrowing into the side of the Souris River Valley or nearby hillsides where the coal seam
was exposed. The first commercial coal venture in Saskatchewan took place shortly after 1880 by the Englishman,
George Sydney Pocock (Saskatchewan Power Corporation, n.d.). He reached the Souris River by buckboard and
returned to Winnipeg with samples that initiated interest in the coalfields of Southern Saskatchewan. The following
fall miners left from Winnipeg and established their camp at the present site of Roche Percée.
The first major mining started in the slopes at the mouth of Short Creek. The majority of the mined coal was sold to
farmers in and around the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields. During the First World War the coal mining industry flourished
as it rushed to meet the energy demands of the war. Estevan’s coal market expanded to Moose Jaw, Regina,
Brandon, and Winnipeg in the late 1920s (Broughton, 1985). But the economic depression of the Dirty Thirties, as
well as the decreased peace-time markets, created a period of stagnation for the coal mining community. During
the depression “larger companies drew hundreds hoping to carve out better lives. Instead, the mines carved out a
chunk of their souls. Disillusionment, exhaustion and impossibly difficult conditions sent hopefuls home again, broken
and broke” (Collinridge, 2005, n.p.).
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Underground Mining
Underground mining and strip mining are almost completely opposite. While underground mining involves removing
coal from the earth, strip mining involves removing earth from the coal.
Before coal could be mined the coal seam had to be connected to the surface with two or more shafts. Fresh air
was pumped down one and stale air was forced up the other. Once mining began the men used hand picks and
shovels, along with crowbars, hammers and wedges to remove coal from seams.

“Mining coal is quite a thing because
you get to do everything yourself,
from drill work to explosives and all
your own timbering.

If you had a

handpick mine, you got to do all your
own work.

It’s up to you to see that

you don’t get buried.
watch what you’re doing.”
Dick Quigley of Minto, NB
(Chrismas, 1998, p. 190)

(Saskatchewan Archives)
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You got to

There were four man steps to underground mnng:

Step One: The actual mining of the coal in the rooms.
Two methods of mnng were employed underground: longwall mnng and room and pllar mnng. Longwall mnng
amed to remove the whole coal face n one contnuous operaton. A chan pulled a shearer (toothed wheel) slowly
along the coal face, breakng up the coal, whch then would fall onto a conveyor belt (Parker, 2004).
The frst phase of room and pllar mnng nvolved usng roads to cut tunnels and rooms nto the coal faces at rght
angles. As a cost savng measure pllars of coal were left to support the earth whle mnng was conducted n
adjacent rooms. Ths method s what gave mne plans ther characterstc checker-board appearance (Muse,
1996). The second phase of room and pllar mnng nvolved “robbng the pllars”. After a seres of rooms were
mned out n a gven area the pllars of coal left as roof supports between the rooms were mned as well. It was a
challenge to take out as much coal as possble before the room collapsed and was done by only the most sklled
of workers.

Shand Underground Mne Map
(Pawson, 1992, p. 20)
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Methane was a sizable problem in the underground
mines. It exploded when near an open flame, which
was very dangerous since most mines were lit by candle
lamps. In the late 1800s Sir Humphrey Davy was asked
to invent a safety lamp for use in the mines (Temple,
1972). The Davy lamp was a small oil lamp encased
in a wire gauze cylinder that gave off a soft light. If
the mine’s air contained methane, its presence would be
indicated by the changing of the flame’s colour to blue.

Step Two: Transporting the coal out of the mine
Until the hauling of coal was mechanized horses were
commonly used to haul coal out of the mines. Some
horses spent their whole lives underground.

(Saskatchewan Archives)
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“Lennie, I keep reading about miners getting their “fireboss” papers. What’s a
fireboss?”
“Well, in the underground tunnels deadly gases could build up that caused explosions,
so every morning before the miners were allowed into the tunnels the fireboss used
to wrap himself in an asbestos blanket and go into the mine to burn off the methane
gas before the miners entered.”
I just stared wide-eyed. “That was a job that people wanted?”
“Oh yes...being a fireboss was very respected” he replied, “I had my fireboss papers.”
Shaking my head in disbelief and laughing I replied “Lennie, you were crazy...”
(S. Baxter; L. McIsaac, personal communication, September 30, 2007)
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Step Three: Maintaining the mine
Water was a constant problem in the mines. Men would spend days without pay pumping out the water before
they could start mining. Ventilation systems were eventually brought in to deliver fresh air to mine workers and help
dissipate noxious and explosive gases.

Step Four: Surface Work
Surface work included the sorting and preparation of coal for shipment. Once the raw coal was brought to the
surface it was taken through a crushing operation before being conveyed to the tipple. The tipple was a screening
and sorting plant built over railroad tracks that prepared and stored coal according to size and quality. In the tipple,
coal ran over various size screens, starting with small openings and working down to the largest openings. The
different sizes were typically sorted separately and loaded over different tracks. The coal was then transported
by rail to its various destinations on both the CPR and CNR railways.
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New Taylorton Tipple
(Saskatchewan Archives)
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The Miners
The voyage across the Atlantic took just over a month, followed by a long journey from Québec City to Saskatchewan.
The immigrants who arrived to the area in the early 1900s were primarily Ukrainian and British, but also German,
Polish, Norwegian and French (Endicott, 2002). It was a fragmented population in many ways except for the
common desire to build a more prosperous, secure life in this unfamiliar environment.
Many immigrants farmed during the summer, since the mines would shut down due to low demand for coal, and
worked in the coalfields during the winter. If it was a cold winter the mine was very busy. If it was a mild winter the
miners worked sporadically, making wages quite low. In the spring many families would move away since the mine
closed for the summer, but every year without fail a new group of families would arrive in the fall.
Unfortunately, the miners and their families faced poor working and living conditions. They often worked months
in standing water, the ventilation was poor and first aid in the mines was virtually non-existent. There was never a
shortage of workers and management knew it. They would often fire miners on a moment’s notice.
The miners lived with their families in small houses with “paper thin walls” that often let the snow in (Hanson, 1971, p.
66). Those without families lived in overcrowded boarding houses. The workers’ mail was tampered with and it was
made clear that they were to buy from the company store, which overpriced their goods. Despite all of this the
miners chose to live at the mine site rather than in Bienfait or Roche Percée because it meant they were recognized
as full time employees and therefore guaranteed work.
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“When I think of it, a lot
of coal miners went through
misery.

Cheap

air,

that

all

wages,
stink,

that crap and sweat.

no
all

Now I

think, how the hell did we
live through it?

It’s just

like a bug when he gets on
the horseradish, he thinks
there’s nothing sweeter than
the radish.

Miners are the

same way.”
Peter Gemby of Bienfait, Saskatchewan
(Chrismas, 1998, p. 176)

John Fry, Coal Miner
(Chrismas, 1998, Frontispiece)
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The Miner’s Strike & Riot
One of the bloodiest chapters of Saskatchewan history took place in this area on September 29, 1931 - Black
Tuesday, also known as the Estevan Strike and Riot. Miners had turned to the union to help them overcome
debilitating working conditions. They wanted decent working conditions and fair pay. The Worker’s Unity League
helped them unionize, although the miners were met with strong resistance from the mining companies. Eventually
the miners went on strike after the mining companies would not meet their conditions. That fateful Tuesday, 300 to
400 miners and their families set out for a picnic and rally parade. The RCMP had been forewarned of trouble by
the mine management and stopped the parade of vehicles. By the end of the confrontation three young, unarmed
miners had been murdered by the RCMP and 23 were injured (Department of Culture & Youth, 1975). The men
murdered became a symbol of the struggle Canadian labourers were faced across the country as they fought for
change.

Mounties on ‘Black Tuesday’
(Saskatchewan Archives)
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Strp Mnng

“Now, a dragline is a great thing
for the moneyman but it’s no good
as far as labour is concerned
because you can run a dragline
with 25 or 30 men and you got 300
or 400 people on the streets.
And the price of coal is still
the same.”
Bll Busch of Chpman, New Brunswck
(Chrsmas, 1998, p. 202)

Spol Ples, c. 1960
(Saskatchewan Archves)
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Until 1930 most of the coal produced in small underground mines was sold locally, but all that was to change in
the next ten years. In 1940 expansion began due to the introduction of surface mining and of coal-fired electric
generating stations in Saskatchewan (Haddock, 1985). “Production of the Estevan coalfield during the 1950s was
characterized by the gradual elimination of small underground mines and the emergence and dominance of four
extensive stripping operations” (Broughton, 1985, p. 87). The four companies involved were Truax-Traer, Manitoba
& Saskatchewan Coal Company, Roche Percée Coal Mining, and Eastern Collieries.

“In October 1930 strip mining came to town.

500 miners laid

down their tools and walked off the job” (Endicott, 2002, p.63).

By the end of World War Two (WWII) 100 active underground mines were operating in Southern Saskatchewan,
but within 20 years, strip mining had completely replaced underground mining (Christian, 1985). It is currently the
only method in use in this area. Strip mining is used when the coal seam has relatively shallow overburden, or when
it outcrops along a hillside. This type of mining assures a recovery factor of 85%, considerable higher than the room
and pillar method of the past which only recovered 40% of the usable coal (Hanson, 1971).
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INITIAL BOX CUT (NOW FILLED IN)

SPOIL PILES

COAL SEAM EXPOSED

OVERBURDEN EXCAVATION

HIGHWALL

TOPSOIL REMOVAL

Strp mnng begns by a draglne sttng on the hghwall makng a box cut (ntal cut) to excavate the overburden. The
spol from ths frst cut s deposted on adjacent land. As each succeedng cut s made parallel to the frst, the spol
s placed n the prevous cut n long rdges of heaps. Small mechancal shovels and trucks are used to transport the
exposed coal out of the mne. The fnal cut of the mnng sequence wll leave an open end pt wth spol ples on one
sde and the pt hghwall on the other.
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Technology & Lost Communities
When mining began in the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields it was an extremely risky business. Workers used picks and
axes while wooden pit props held up the roof. Ventilation was non-existent and open candle flames often caused
mine explosions. But with the improvements in technology also came a sense of loss for some. The miners saw coal
cutting as an art form and took pride in their ability to handle a pick.
When strip mining was adopted many men were left jobless. And so, with little choice, they moved west where
underground mining was still ongoing. As for those who stayed in the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields their skills gradually
deteriorated due to technical innovations. But skills are not all that has been lost.
Coalfields, Taylorton, Shand, Pinto, Roche Percée, and Bienfait were all bustling mining towns - only two of six exist
today.
These mining communities once had large infrastructure for sorting and loading coal, slag heaps, schools, churches,
stores, bunkhouses, and houses that the miners and their families called home.
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Old Taylorton/Coalfelds
Old Taylorton was orgnally known as Coalfelds. The town was establshed n 1890 and was abandoned n 1905
(Cosette, 1981). “The mne ste conssted of a tpple, headframe, ralspur, boardng house, bunkhouse carpentry
and blacksmth shops, stables, offce and company store” (Haddock, 1985, p. 110). The townste s now a grassy
feld. The Taylorton Hertage Cemetery stll exsts south of the ste n the rver hlls. Further south an entrance to an
underground mne has been blown shut and a sngle coal car sts empty along a hllsde.

“The store, made of granite rocks and cement still exists
in small pieces.

Farther to the east was the post office,

an overcrowded boarding house, thirty small to medium sized
houses for miners with families and a community hall. Behind
the miners’ houses were fenced areas which the company
ploughed for vegetable gardens” (Endcott, 2002, p. 12).
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New Taylorton
New Taylorton was established west of the
original Taylorton. The townsite consisted
of a large tipple, headframe, machine
shops, office and company store, as well
as dozens of company houses. By 1961
all the land surrounding New Taylorton
had been worked over and the town was
abandoned once again, this time for a
new site east of Estevan (Endicott, 2002).
A local, Jane McAwee wrote: “My home
town was dispersed suddenly by the mine
owners… I had heard of ‘Old Taylorton’,
a previous mine site near Roche Percée,
but to me, the landscape, home, and my
Dad’s job seemed permanent” (McAwee,
2005, n.d.). All that remains of the site
is disheveled wooden corrals and the
uprights of an old mine shaft.
New Taylorton c. 1950
(Saskatchewan Archives)
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Shand
The townsite of Shand was established when J.G. Peterson chose to move his brickyard operations east of Estevan
along the Soo Railway Line. Between 1915 and 1930 the brickyard, and the town’s underground mine, flourished.
“The men who worked underground were lowered to the working level by means of a cage, operated by a steam
boiler and raised by the same method as the coal, at the signal of whistle. At specific times the whistle would also
sound to signify the beginning of work, noon, quitting time or in an emergency” (Pawson, 1992 p. 2). If one drove
by today all they would notice is a small, circular building presumed to be the powder house sitting amongst waving
grasses and power lines.

“To see the area now, one would never think it
was once a lively, thriving community.

There

are a few ruins of houses, a burnt-out slag heap,
a few stones at the site of the former boarding
house, and an abandoned school yard.”
Alice Pawson, former resident of Shand
(Pawson, 1992, p. 3)
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Pinto
Out of all the communities, the least is known about Pinto, which lies south-east of Shand, just above the river valley.
All that remains is a solitary shack and a long, linear indentation in the ground which may have been caused by
underground mine slumpage.
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These communities once bustled with the activity of hundreds and now sit silently with no remnants of tipples,
housing foundations, or tree rows to delineate the town. Some people do not even know where they were raised.
They grew up in a company house in a company town; when the mine moved so did the town. The roads were
subsequently relocated and nothing was left behind, except for thousands of spoil piles that snake around the
landscape.

“Rose, here’s an aerial photo of the area. Where was your
town?” I asked her as we toured the Bienfait Museum.
“Shannon, I don’t know where I grew up. I know the
general area, sure...but that is all. The roads were moved
when the town relocated and that was that.”
(S. Baxter; R. Walliser, personal communication September 28, 2007)
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Current Mining
It takes three draglines two months to complete one
full north-south dig; if Prairie Mines & Royalty Co.
continue with three machines working 24/7 they will
dig out the central area in 15 years.
(A. Rolson, personal communication, February 22, 2008)

Draglines
Draglines, the massive machines used to strip away the overburden lying above the coal seam, are one of the
largest things on earth that has the ability to move itself. They are basically an immense, moving building that can
travel up to 1/3 km an hour, which is no small feat for a structure that weighs almost 13 million pounds (Prairie Mines
& Royalty, 1997). At a cost of $125 million a dragline requires up to one and a half years to assemble on site and
four people to operate it (Haddock, 2001).
Watching the draglines from a distance they seem like simple, oversized cranes, but their movements are quite
complex. Draglines have four different motions: the drag motion, when the operator drags the bucket, the hoist
motion, which controls the raising and lowering of the bucket, the swing motion when the base frame revolves, and
the walking motion which moves the whole dragline when relocation is necessary. Currently, the draglines in the
Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields are digging down 35m to mine a 2-5m coal bed (A. Rolson, personal communication,
February 22, 2008).
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Briquette Plant

Boundary Dam Station
Shand Power Station

Active Mining Areas

Active Draglines

Reclaimed Areas

Retired Draglines

Major Infrastructure

Recent Mining Act
ivit
ies
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“Al, what are those big cables used for out here? Does the dragline
need a supply of water to cool the engine or something?”
“Nah, that’s just its power source.”
As I looked at my friend Amanda both our mouths dropped.
“You mean that it plugs in? The dragline plugs into a giant
extension cord that connects to the power station?”
“Yep. She uses the same amount of electricity in a year as the
City of Estevan.”
We just stood there, still shocked.
(S. Baxter; A. Rolson, personal communication, February 22, 2008)
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Things made with Coal:
Not all coal is burned for heat energy. Coal can be turned into many different things of
daily use, such as:

road tar, paints, soap, detergent, fertilizer, explosives,
abrasives, baking powder, batteries, chalk, concrete, golf
balls, insulation, mothballs, paper clips, pens, perfume,
plastic, rubber bands, shingles, sugar substitute, briquettes,
disinfectant, dyes, herbicides, roofing, finger nail polish,
insecticides, antiseptics, varnish, ammonia, pharmaceuticals,
smelling salts, soda water, acetylene, synthetic rubber,
artificial silk, gas, fuel, carbolic acid, billiard balls, baking
powder, sulfur, and linoleum.
(Kentucky Coal Education, 1996; Wyoming Coal, 2002)
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Power Stations
“At present rates of consumption it is speculated that the world’s
coal supply will last approximately 1000 years” (Johnstone, 2005, n.p.).
Today, coal is generally mined in Canada for one of two uses, either thermal (power generation) or metallurgical.
Due to the relatively high cost of transporting coal electric power plants that burn coal are forced to locate
near mines, such as the two in this region. Plants must also be located close to a water supply, required for
cooling purposes. Built in 1959 and 1992 respectively, Boundary Dam Station and Shand Station alone provide
Saskatchewan with 40% of its power (A. Rolson, personal communication, February 22, 2008).
SaskPower is the principal customer for Prairie Mines & Royalty Corporation’s coal. Boundary Dam Power Station,
the largest thermal generating station in the province, is the largest single consumer of that coal. Aside from hydro
power, coal-based thermal generation is Saskpower’s cheapest form of power generation.
In recent years much controversy over coal-burning power plants has arisen. Coal is the dirtiest fuel used in power
generation, as it burns it releases carbon dioxide and other harmful chemicals into the atmosphere. Saskpower has
made significant upgrades to both the Shand and Boundary Dam power stations to increase efficiency and lessen
the plants’ environmental impact.
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Reclamation
“Mile after mile of sparsely vegetated spoil piles are an eery testament to
the lack of environmental controls. Even underground mining has left its
scars; the presence of old mines is often indicated by slumps, or indentations
in the ground, caused by the collapse of support timbers” (Johnstone, 1980, n.p.).
Changes in environmental regulations in 1973 greatly altered the mining landscape. It became illegal to knock down
existing spoil piles because they were partially revegetated and functioning as animal habitat. Also, it was deemed
mandatory that the mining companies recontour and revegetate mined lands to wetland, crop or pasture production.
In 1993 Saskatchewan Energy and Mines released Reclamation and Licensing Guidelines for Saskatchewan Strip
Mined Coal Lands. It stated that objectives for reclamation were: “to return lands disturbed by surface mining to an
acceptable, predetermined land use; to ensure physical stabilization of the soils; to achieve a sustainable land use so
that the land is returned to a productive state in a timely manner; and reclamation is to be carried out concurrently
with mining” (Saskatchewan Energy and Mines 1994, p.15).
In general, the land is to be returned to its pre-mining use. Consequently, reclamation now occurs simultaneously
with mining. Eighty percent of the land is returned to agricultural production, and the remaining twenty percent is
re-contoured into wildlife and wetland areas. (Prairie Coal Ltd.1997, p.27).
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As outlined in Prairie Coal Ltd.’s tour brochure (1997) the steps of mining and reclamation are as follows:
1. Before mining begins all suitable soils are salvaged and hauled to areas undergoing reclamation or retained in
stockpiles for future use.
2. The dragline makes the initial box cut to remove the overburden and expose the coal seam. The overburden
or spoil is then deposited on adjacent land.
3. Coal is loaded into large-capacity trucks for transport to the power station.
4. Bulldozers re-contour the overburden removed by the dragline to a depth comparable to its pre-salvage state.
(This is the first stage in land reclamation.)
5. Soils salvaged prior to mining are replaced on the re-contoured overburden.
6. The land is revegetated and returned to cereal crop production, forage crop production, pasture land, or
wetland areas.

5

(Prairie Coal Ltd.1997, p.25)
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6

2
4

3

1

“Al, don’t you find it a little strange that your company
takes a flat landscape, creates peaks and valleys with it,
and then restores it to rolling hills?” I asked as he drove
us through the mining pits.
“Nope” he replied without hesitation as he maneuvered
around another pile of coal.
(S. Baxter; A. Rolson, personal communication, February 22, 2008)
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Chapter 4: Gather
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“Remember what your first reaction to that
moonscape. Something from anot
her

planet.”

place was Shannon? You said it looked like a
“Yeah Dad, I remember. It did.”

(S. Baxter; D. Baxter, personal communication, March 5, 2008)
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Coalfields Explorat
ion
Landscape Elements
I began my exploration of the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields with two cameras, a pair of rubber boots, and several
rural municipality, topography, and highway maps scattered across the passenger seat of my truck as I drove
around the highways and back roads of the region.
Three major highways run through the area. Hwy #39 runs NW-SE from Weyburn (just north-west of Estevan) to the
United States border. Hwy #18 runs from Estevan past Bienfait to Manitoba. Hwy #47 runs north-south through
the Coalfields from Melville to the United States border. Several well-maintained grid roads run throughout the
region as well. They are where I found it easiest to park and slip unseen into the spoil piles to explore first hand the
remnants of the mining process. During these drives and walks it became clear that the major visual elements of
the coalfields region included:
1. Souris River
2. Long Creek
3. Short Creek
4. Boundary Dam Power Station
5. Shand Power Station
6. Settlements (Estevan, Bienfait, and Roche Percée)
7. Spoil Piles
8. Active Draglines
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But the longer I spent in the area conducting my site analysis, the more I realized that it was its non-visual elements
that resonated with me the strongest, such as:

Abandoned Settlements
Abandoned settlements within the region include Shand, Pinto, Taylorton, and New Taylorton. These communities
were all company towns; when the mine site relocated the town followed. Ultimately, when strip mining took over
the large workforce was no longer needed, resulting in the mass desertion of these communities.
Due to the communities’ physical absence, as well historical importance, one of the abandoned settlements will
be further explored at the detail design stage. The qualities of growth, decay, and temporality will undoubtedly
influence and inform that specific exploration.

“If I could paint the world that I grew up in I would want the small details in it too: crocuses,
kids on bikes, pussy-willows and frogs from the slough, wild roses, coal smoke from the
chimneys, frozen sheets hanging on clothes-lines, and men walking with black lunch buckets.
I would want the painting to be permeated with the smell of lilacs and the sound of the mine
whistle and a meadow-lark’s liquid notes.”
Jane McAwee, former resident of New Taylorton
(McAwee, 2005, n.p.)
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Underground Mines
There are an estimated 130 underground mines in the coalfields (Broughton, 98). Underground mining was the first
extraction method to be used on this site and is therefore integral to the history of this mining landscape. Within the
scope of this practicum one former underground mine will be incorporated at the detail design stage.

(Saskatchewan Archives)
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Methods of Extraction
Various methods of coal extraction have taken place within the coalfields since the late 1800s. Several locations
within the region’s spoil piles that illustrate the various methods of coal extraction will be chosen as future design
intervention sites. Within this practicum one location in specific will be explored in depth at the detail design
stage.
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As I traveled across the coalfields I imagined what
I would find if I could take core samples at various
sites that would not only show me strata levels, but
also historical and cultural layers. This is more than
a landscape of extraction; people made their homes
here. What deposits of history would I discover? What
state would they be in after so much earth moving has
taken place? Would the memories be intact, or would I
find them scattered like layers of coloured sand shaken
in a jar. How is each site different, yet the same? How
should I begin to scrape away at those layers of earth
to uncover the forgotten settlements, the underground
mines, and mining methods of old?
These non-visual elements were incredibly important
to the formation of this landscape. The experience of
traveling through the coalfields would be much richer if
people were aware of them.
‘Core Sample’ Collage, 2008
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Landscape Experiences
Enclosure
While focusing on possible intervention locations I was also exploring the landscape experiences of this mining
region. I was continually amazed at how it gave opposition to so many of the typical landscape experiences of
the prairies. For example, the wide, open spaces of the prairies do not offer much enclosure. They are quite the
opposite - visible, open, exposed. Even when in a vehicle or building it is rare to feel enclosed while in the prairies.
There are always views beyond those barriers, and even when we cannot see past them we inherently know that
just beyond us is the open space. Today, the spoil piles create visual enclosure throughout this landscape.
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‘Enclosure’ Collage, 2007
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The Underground
What must it have been like for these men of the prairies to go underground into confined areas with loss of wind,
of birdsong, of light? Did it feel cozy to go underground? Was it similar to a blanket being wrapped around you
or like being placed in a box? It is as if the miners lived in dual landscapes, like a world tilted upside down for
half the day.
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‘Light Burst’ Collage, 2007
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Changes in Wind
Enclosure creates loss of wind and limits temperature change. When we think of the prairies wind always comes to
mind. There are days when it chills you to the bone because there is nothing in its way to stop it or slow it down. It
must have been nice to enter the mine from the cold winter wind to an environment with a constant temperature.
Although, it would been exhilarating to exit the mine and feel alive as that wind wrapped your face, especially at
night when there would have been barely any light above ground. The wind would have told them when they
reached the top. It must have felt amazing to exit the mine on a spring afternoon to the rumbling of oncoming
thunderstorms and the feel the winds of that gently building storm swirling around you. Today, the spoil piles offer
refuge from the wind.
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‘Wind’ Collage, 2007
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Changes in Light
Enclosure also led to changes in light. Things on the prairies seem gradual because we can always see them
coming. We are used to long changes in light. Sunrise and sunset take time; we live our day following their colors.
But the underground miners would have witnessed an almost instant change from light to dark and vice versa. A
change that does not exist on the prairies; even our nights are rarely fully black.
Imagine emerging from the depths of the dark mine where you worked by candlelight or head lamp to a bright
spring day filled with sunshine.
Today however, shadows are plentiful due to the height of the spoil piles.
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‘Light’ Collage, 2007
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Temporality
Temporality and impermanence are landscape experiences that I, having spent my whole childhood living in one
place, am very unfamiliar with. What would it be like to live in a landscape that moved and disappeared? To know
that if you did a good job that someday you would have to move because of it? We all seem to think of our cities
and towns as permanent. They are our territory. Our ancestors broke the land and built there; they owned it. But in
company towns no land was owned by the miners, not even their houses. This is not the land of homestead markers
and old tree rows surrounding rusted machinery that most of us know the prairies as. Nothing marks the towns and
farms that were dismantled in order for the mining to move in.
It appalls me that some residents of the Coalfields do not know the area where they grew up. They know the
general area, but not the actual site because the roads have been changed and the landscape altered. I cannot
help but wonder if I could locate where I grew up without the roads and nearby hills to guide me. And how much
of me is rooted in that parcel of land and how would it affect me to not know that place?
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‘Temporality I’ Collage, 2007
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Verticality and Pattern
Another major visual difference in the Coalfields is its verticality and patterns. Vertical elements, as well as any
land use pattern other than the Dominion Grid, are rare on the prairies . In the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields the
stereotypical view of grain elevators punctuating the long horizon has been replaced by silhouettes of multiple
dragline booms swinging gracefully and methodically in the distance. Nearby, the non-linear patterns of spoil piles
break through the grid of roads and crops.
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‘Land Patterns 1-3’, 2007
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Site Selection
Drawing from the desire to incorporate the non-visual elements of this landscape, as well as the landscape
experiences of mining, criteria were developed for selecting possible design intervention locations. First, the sites
were to include each of the methods and stages of extraction to aid visitors in understanding the processes that
these landscapes endured. This would not only illuminate the technological advances in mining, but also how the
landscape was altered in different ways within each method and stage of extraction. The methods and stages are
as follows:
• underground mining
• smaller strip mining operations (1930 - 1950)
• larger strip mining operations (1951 – 1972)
• abandoned spoil piles
• current strip mining operations
• previous reclamation
• ongoing reclamation
Second, the sites were chosen for their associated view lines that help visitors to visually connect the various
disparate elements within the coalfields. Each chosen location would offer spectacular views of the various mining
elements scattered throughout the landscape, which is very important since most people visiting the coalfields will
only see the areas along the major highways. Only when visitors leave their vehicles to enter the spoil piles and
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explore will they take it in all at once. After seeing it first hand the scale and extent of the spoil piles and current
mining will immediately become apparent.
Third, the sites were chosen by my personal reaction to them. These reactions were then measured by their ability
to convey the landscape experiences of enclosure, loss of wind, changes in light, temporality, verticality and pattern.
Each site’s ranking of low, medium, or high for each of these experiences also helped me to decide which site
already eluded to a specific landscape experience of mining. For example, Site Four, located between the busy
mining pit and the main highway scored highest for temporal qualities. Therefore the future design intervention will
emphasize its impermanence by becoming movable itself.

“Contrary to popular belief, the
outskirts are not where the world
ends – they are precisely where it
begins to unfurl” (Brodsky, 1987, 164).
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Prior to the site selection process a boundary for the Coalfields Cultural Park was defined by the property lines
of current and past mining lands, encompassing an area of roughly 62,100 acres. The boundary acted as a
focusing tool when talking about the mining landscape within this region. Exceptions were made in order to include
underground mine locations and abandoned settlements not located on land owned by either mining company.
These elements were important to the understanding of the site; therefore it was imperative that they be included
within the boundaries.
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It was seen as vital to provide interventions at several locations in order to showcase the variety of spaces created
by mining. A range of perspectives and spatial experiences will add to the comprehension of this manufactured
landscape. Various sites could have been chosen to explore further, but it was felt that the visual quality of the
landscape would be degraded by the addition of dozens of designed sites throughout the region. Therefore, five
sites were chosen; four small sites for future development and one large site located along a major transportation
route that will include multiple interventions, one in specific being explored in depth at the detail design stage.
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Ste One (South of Roche Percée)

“I feel very at peace here. Old fence half-standing. Hairy hills.
Across the grid road from an underground mine. Small network of
mounds. Views north to mining and south to bare prairie. The dragline
shelf is very visible (unique to this site). The mounds don’t seem as
linear as some do. I feel like a little kid in a secret place. Powder
puff dandelions everywhere. The wind winds its way through the
mounds, sometimes greeting you unexpectedly as you cross from one
row to another. The cows made terraced lines around the mounds,
as if they were created in one foot thick rings of sod and earth. View
of railroad. No trees.” (Personal sketchbook entry)
Ths ste ncluded a small set of spol ples n whch three to four dstnct rows meandered n two drectons atop the
rver valley. Vews of the flat prare drectly to the south heghtened the realzaton of the land’s transformaton. The
future nterventon at ths locaton wll focus on the landscape experence of enclosure that s created by mnng.
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Ste Two (South of Shand Staton)

“This area has a little clearing as an access
point. That sense of arrival. Wind appears and
suddenly disappears. Large mounds. Partially
vegetated. Old corrals. Great views of
draglines and both power stations. Would suit
over-night trips. Reclaimed area within the spoil
piles. River valley becomes clearer here. Longer
walks possible. Treed.” (Personal sketchbook entry)
Ths ste’s large spol ples rhythmcally snake along the top of the rver valley just south of Shand power staton.
The spol ples were taller than those found at Ste 1, but shorter than those at Ste 3. A sense of enclosure was
created by the scale of the spol ples, as well ther ablty to dampen any nose from the nearby grd road. The
future nterventon at ths locaton wll focus on connectng varous mnng elements wthn vew of the ste.
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Ste Three (North of Hwy 39)

“Interesting levels give little plateaus within the piles.
Trees and various little ponds. Very linear patterns, not
as irregular. Wider open spaces. Shielded from the road
by itself. Views of briquette plant, draglines, and Shand
power station. Highest piles I’ve seen yet. Notion of
discovery. Longer networks to follow. ATVing currently
takes place on the north side of the site. Seems more
removed, perhaps because there is no established
vegetation or farms nearby… like it was just plopped
here.” (Personal sketchbook entry)
The tallest spol ples of any chosen locaton were located here, amplfyng the qualty of lght wthn. Darkness fell
faster at ths locaton than anywhere else n ths regon. The spol ples stretched endlessly n straght lnes, unlke
those at Ste Two. The future nterventon at ths locaton wll focus on artculatng changes n lght and shadow wthn
the spol ples.
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Site Four (Along Hwy 39)

“I have never been stuck in my tracks like I was here.
Standing, literally, on the edge of the mining pit. Seeing
the two monstrous draglines at work. Seeing the tracks of
a bulldozer in the bottom of the pit and realizing that you
would barely see a person down there. If I fell I would
not be noticed anytime soon, except for my empty vehicle
parked at the ‘No Trespassing’ sign. It was like something
out of a Tolkien novel.” (Personal sketchbook entry)
This site was located along Highway #39, adjacent to the current mining pit. Impermanence was present here
more than anywhere else in the region thanks to the ongoing extraction and subsequent reclamation taking place
across the highway. The future intervention at this location will focus on the temporality of mining. As the current
mining activities progress eastwards the intervention will move alongside them. While offering a clear view of the
extraction process to visitors it will also be leaving traces within the landscape to illustrate the progression of digging
and dragline movement.
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Ste Fve (Hghway Ste)

“New Taylorton sits there, unbeknownst to most who pass by.
Unbeknownst to me even after months of research. Not a
single marker. Not a sign. The water channel stops me from
venturing into the spoil piles. There is an old road coming off
the highway that seems to sink and disappear. I can see
the smoke from Shand power station to the West, mixing with
today’s cold sky. Semis are flying by. I wonder if they think this
place is beautiful too…” (Personal sketchbook entry)
The hghway ste along Hghway #39, whch ncludes three nterventon stes, wll functon as the catalyst ste for
future development of the other four stes. Ths locaton was chosen for two reasons. Frst, t was the only locaton
wthn the cultural park to contan an underground mne, two scales of strp mnng, and an abandoned town. Second,
t was adjacent to a major transportaton corrdor. Ths s not a strong toursm area, therefore t was essental to
establsh the catalyst ste adjacent to exstng traffc.
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The Estevan history book, A Tale is Told, states that:
“The lignite coal industry in southern Saskatchewan has made a livelihood for thousands of people but it has left
its mark on the landscape. The underground mines have left gaping holes known as cave-ins that are hazardous
to livestock and wild animals. The strip mines have made miniature mountains that make the horizon look

desolate, and the land wort
hless.”
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ugly,

But when I look at these remnants I do not see anything that is ugly, desolate, and worthless. I think of words like
mystical, enchanting and beautiful.
How did this ever-changing, sublime landscape influence those who made their lives here? And how could
our interaction with these remnants help perpetuate an understanding of the culture that originally created this
landscape? I imagine how much richer the experience of being in this space could be if a person understood the
connections. From the almost invisible mining towns out in the distance to the spoil piles flashing by on the highway.
From the smoke billowing from the generating stations by the river and to the random slumps in the pasture land.

“Dad, you’ve driven through those piles hundreds of times, right?” I asked.
“Well, I wouldn’t say ‘hundreds’, but yes, I suppose” he answered.
“But Dad, didn’t you ever stop to watch the draglines or explore the mounds?”
“I don’t know Shanz… I never stopped to look because there were always ‘No
Trespassing’ signs up. And I was always passing through for business. I think
that most people just drive by and not think about it,” he replied.
“I know, I know…that’s why this is important,” I answered.
(S. Baxter; D. Baxter, personal communication, March 5, 2008)
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Chapter 5: Articulate
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Design Intentions
During my exploration of the site I began to write down programmes and qualities that I felt my site design should
include or address. For example, who is this site for? What purpose does it serve? Was I willing to change it subtly
or drastically? How is the experience of mining in the prairies different from mining in the mountains? By the time
I arrived at the master planning stage I had narrowed these programs and qualities down to what I felt was most
important. They became the following six design intentions which would guide me through the design process:

1) Recognize industrial sites as cultural landscapes
Cultural landscapes are defined by UNESCO as “combined works of nature and of man which illustrate the evolution
of human society and settlement over time”, can act as repositories of our past. By recognizing postindustrial sites
as cultural landscapes that are worthy of engagement, the opportunity will arise for a new type of outdoor space.
These landscapes offer strong evidence of the kind of society and people that we have been, we are now, and
who we may become. They direct awareness to the industries that nations were built on, as well as the lives of the
men and women who laboured there.
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‘Hills Stitch’, 2008

2) Promote engagement between past and present
The past is not a fixed series of events. It comes alive in our memories and curiosity, continually requiring new
interpretations of what has taken place. The physical remains of the mining process appear quite static and require
interpretation, yet can act as bridges between the present and the past. Through experiential engagement with the
remains of mining we may be reconnected to that place and begin to reflect upon its history, as well as our own. We
may legitimate our communal and self identity through an awareness of the past. It is a reciprocal relationship and
as we start to view and question the acts previously made upon the land perhaps it may encourage us to question
the acts that are being made upon the land today.

“A mass of memories and records, of relics and replicas,
of monuments and memorabilia, lives at the core of our
being. And as we remake it, the past remakes us.”
(Lowenthal, 1985, xxv)
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‘Temporality II’ Collage, 2007
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3) Preserve the magic of the postindustrial site
The authenticity (or magic as I like to think of it) of the postindustrial landscape will be maintained as a means to
express the site’s narrative. The plan and design will reflect various aspects of the site’s history in order to provide
the visitor with a unique narrative of how we use and view the land. This is a landscape of endurance and it would
be a disservice to design the site with standardized trail systems and rectangular, paved parking lots. The beauty
of this site will develop in the visitor’s mind through their personal discovery of its secrets. The developments’ scale
and form will be reflective of this area and the desire for small-scale tourism. The intent is to design and plan for
an experience where visitors will freely interact with the remnants of lignite mining while learning about the human
actions that created this sublime landscape.
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‘I Can Eat the Stars’, 2008

4) Celebrate the prairie landscape
The Bienfait Coalfields presents an opportunity to shift perceptions about the prairie. Viewing this anomalous mining
landscape among the stereotypical, flat prairie presents a view of forms that the prairie can take on and perhaps
help to develop a greater appreciation of what it is.

Prairies

“

(Quayle, 1905, n.p.)
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let us out… They aid to grow a roomy life…”

‘Prairie III’, 2000
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5) Question our relationship to industrial processes
We often fail to realize that we are indirectly involved in the act of mining because we all consume goods and
services made possible through resource extraction. This project will seek to make visible that relationship between
mining and society.
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Prairie Mines Ltd. Mining Pit, 129
2008

6) Expose the culture of mining
There is an opportunity to expose the culture of mining that exists here and in various mines throughout Canada. Like
many other labour intensive industries, mining has various intricacies and traditions that are handed down through
generations of workers. Stories of camaraderie, trust, and heroism are also passed down. By drawing attention
to these gestures and the personal narratives of the miners, this landscape will become more than just a landscape
of extraction. It will become a landscape of memory and hope, of movement and poetry.

“When I came back from the army, they asked me
if I wanted to work on top or down below.

I

said “down below” because I preferred it – it’s
always the same temperature down there.

Also,

you were closer to your fellow workers when you
were down below than on top.”
Burt Stock, former miner from Roche Percée
(Chrismas, 1998, p. 180)
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Dragline Bucket c. 131
1950
(Saskatchewan Archives)

Regional Plan
For more than 100 years this land has been carved, dug, scraped and overturned. The intangible layers of the
site, such as the abandoned towns, underground mine locations, previous mining practices, and the stories of those
who laboured hard lives here have also been disturbed. They have been displaced and lost within the amalgam
of strata in the spoil piles. The draglines came in leaving such a strong mark that the legacies of the towns and mine
locations were scattered within the piles of earth. The design of this regional plan is rooted in the sifting, scraping,
and gathering of these dispersed layers and their subsequent articulation within the present-day manipulated
landscape. No longer scattered, these layers will once again become visually present in the Coalfields.
The Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields Cultural Park draws attention to the often unseen relationship between people,
both past and present, and the mining landscape of this region. It is a park based on interpretation of cultural
and historical elements providing an alternative type of museum to explore not only with our eyes, but also with
our bodies. The site’s authenticity is retained through several strategies such as continuity of materials, continuity
of color, minimal infrastructure, and the use of similar design vocabulary as to that which existed on site (ex. cutting,
digging, scraping). The interventions articulate and build upon what is already there, rather than creating something
entirely new. The designs are not meant to upstage the existing landscape, but rather to accentuate its unique
qualities.
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Throughout the cultural park, five series of interventions will be created for people to “stumble upon” as they traverse
by car. The five locations for these interventions were chosen for their ability to convey landscape experiences
associated with underground and strip mining in the prairies that contrast with common perceptions of the prairie
landscape. Within the mining landscape, people would have experienced sudden changes from light to dark as they
went underground. They also would have become accustomed to the temporality of settlements, wind loss within
the spoil piles, strong verticality in a place of nothing but horizon, and non-linear patterns of spoil piles breaking
through the grid of roads and crops. The locations chosen also offer opportunities to reveal the non-visual elements
of this landscape while offering sweeping views across the Coalfields, encouraging the viewer to visually connect
the initially disparate elements such as the power stations, spoil piles, pasture slumpages, and draglines. Four sites
for future development are scattered across the region, while the largest site along Highway #39 encompasses
three intervention sites. Each of the three locations along the highway site, and the connections between them, will
be explored at the design stage. One of those three locations will be explored in detail.
The experience of wandering through this remnant landscape alongside the highway, and the built interventions
found within, will be the catalyst for the future development of the remaining four design intervention sites.
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The area explored in the detailed design stage is located within the largest site, adjacent to Highway #39. This is
the only highway within the region that runs through a network of spoil piles.
As visitors enter the site from either direction, they drive over a series of rumble strips located along the centerline
of the spoil piles that were demolished in order to construct the highway. These strips articulate the rhythm of the
spoil piles through auditory means while encouraging people to notice the landscape that they are entering. It
takes only two minutes to travel across the site so it is important to quickly grasp the attention of passersby as soon
as they enter.
Three intervention sites are located along the highway. The Shand Power Plant Viewing Intervention is a large
earthwork, located in a curve of the road where sightlines are directed towards the Shand Power Plant just west
of the site. Another is the Dragline Tracing Intervention, which will be located at the top of the spoil piles. Visitors
are invited to use a sighting device and stakes to leave traces that will mark the progression of the draglines across
the landscape over time. Through multiple visits to this intervention it is hoped that visitors will begin to realize the
public’s massive appetite for natural resources and our subsequent involvement in mining.
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The detailed design stage explores the Coalfields Walk Site, composed of five key interventions within the remnant
mining landscape: the Entrance Mound, Pedestrian Bridge, Over-Under Pathway, Lookout, and Town Viewer.
The site is located between two abandoned towns amongst five landscape conditions: unmined prairie, water
channel (the end cut of the strip mining row), spoil pile mounds, spoil pile ridges, and underground mine land. Each
intervention within this site relates to landscape experiences associated with underground and strip mining in the
prairies., as well as to specific attributes of each extraction method. In the design of the interventions emphasis was
given to the ground plane, rather than the vertical plane, in order to draw attention to the manipulated topography
caused by mining. The palette of materials chosen emphasizes the temporality and industrial nature of the site:
earth, reused lumber, COR-TEN steel, as well as recycled steel stripped from the three inactive draglines. Reused
lumber and steel have been chosen for their current presence in the landscape, as well as for their weathering
abilities. Black stone is also used at multiple points in reference to the physical qualities of the resource being sought
in this landscape: coal.
The experience of entering the Coalfields Walk site varies depending on the mode of arrival. If a truck driver would
like to stop and stretch there is a separate parking area adjacent to Highway #39 that accommodates semi-trailers
and other large vehicles. The parking lot has been deliberately placed at a distance from the Entrance Mound in
order to deter cars and trucks from parking there rather than in the designated parking area within the site. While
the truck drivers are stopped they may wish to explore this landscape that they often drive through. A walking path
connects them to the parking lot within the site, and eventually to the Entrance Mound.
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Other vehicular traffic can access the site via the ‘old road’ that once led to the mining town of New Taylorton. As
visitors drive into the site their eyes follow the remains of the old road to the field of grass before them, wondering
where it once led. After taking a hard right that emphasizes the deliberate deviation from the ‘old road’ the
roadway to the entrance mound becomes long and slow, offering visitors time for their mindsets to shift from the fast,
vehicular movement of the highway to the slow, pedestrian movement of the site.
As visitors approach the parking lot the road is aligned with a wide cut within a large mound in front of them. The
parking lot is sunken 100 mm, edged by steel curbs that define the area and bordered at several points by low
berms held back by steel retaining walls. The configuration of the parking lot is based on patterns found in aerial
photographs of the site’s landforms.
Visitors enter the site through the Entrance Mound, where a large cut is made into an existing spoil pile which
creates a path to the Pedestrian Bridge. The design of both interventions creates an opportunity for understanding
of the scale of machinery used to create this vertical landscape. After crossing the water channel, visitors enter
the remnant spoil piles. The wayfinders lead them along the Spoil Walking Route, through the mound and ridge
landscape created by two eras of strip mining to the Over-Under Pathway. This intervention is built upon underground
mine caverns. To the north is the Lookout from which uninterrupted views of the spoil piles’ rhythm and pattern, as
well as both Taylorton towns can be taken in. After returning to the Spoil Pile Walking Route, visitors are led south,
between the spoil mounds and ridges, toward the Pedestrian Bridge and their passage back to unmined land.
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As visitors drive toward the highway access, the road is angled at two points to articulate sight lines to the Town
Viewer. Their curiousity may be piqued. After pulling into the parking space adjacent to the intervention visitors can
walk between the mounds to the Town Viewer, which focuses on the grassy field that was once New Taylorton.
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Mound Entrance
Experience:
After parking, visitors approach the existing spoil pile mound that acts as the pedestrian entrance to the site. A
segment of the mound is removed, narrowing their focus to the pathway that lies within. As visitors turn the first
corner, the changes in enclosure and light alert their senses. They then notice a large concrete pile protruding from
the ground upwards, anchored to the walls by cross-bracing. At the top is a cable; their eyes follow it down to the
bridge that they are approaching. They begin the transition from the familiar, flat prairie that most of us know so
well, to the curious mining landscape created in the past.

Design:
Nothing remains within the Coalfields Walk site to help people comprehend the size of machinery used in the
manipulation of this land. There are no old dragline buckets, half buried cables, or abandoned machines. Therefore,
the intention of this intervention is to use enclosure and verticality to allude to, rather than recreate, the experience
of being near the monstrous draglines that constructed this landscape.
The existing mound stands alone on the west shore of the water channel at a height of 15 m, creating a natural
focal point for visitors. A large portion of it has been removed to create a large void within; the exposed soil is
structurally reinforced by geotextiles. The cut within the mound gradually narrows to a 1500 mm wide path running
through it. This concrete path is flanked on either side by black stone; a subtle reminder of the motivation that
created the world they are about to enter. One of the concrete piles (which supports the cable leading to one of
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the vertical members of the Pedestrian Bridge) is positioned adjacent to the path within the mound, driven into the
ground and attached horizontally to the retention walls. The placement of the concrete pile and its subsequent cross
bracing emphasizes the concept of walking through the inner workings of a machine. This experience exposes the
mechanical origins of the Entrance Mound and the spoil piles around it. The second concrete pile is driven into a
side slope of the mound, its large cable also leads to a vertical member of the Pedestrian Bridge.

Dragline Pit
(Chrismas, 1998, 158)
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Pedestrian Bridge
Experience:
After two slight turns the path aligns with the Pedestrian Bridge. Visitors step out from the enclosure of the Entrance
Mound onto the west edge of the bridge. They notice the change in ground surface as their footsteps become
louder on the wooden planks. As they walk toward the eastern shore, visitors look down and notice they can see
through patterns cut within the steel, allowing them views to the water under their feet. As they continue, visitors
pass under the two vertical elements of differing heights that represent the contrasting size of digging buckets
used in the two eras of strip mining within the Coalfields Walk Intervention Site. Their eyes once again follow the
cables from the vertical members to their end point, further along the bridge deck, where they notice the large
fastening joints that are required to hold the cables in place. Visitors can step to the rails to pause and take in the
sudden change from the flat prairie to the rounded spoil piles. As they approach the eastern shore the bridge deck
narrows precariously, allowing for only one person to step off the bridge at a time. Their first step onto the mined
land is as an individual, focusing their attention to experiencing the landscape for themselves.
Design:
The design of the Pedestrian Bridge was influenced by the scale and geometry of the draglines; their long, linear
booms angled out into the sky. The bridge’s straight lines mimic those of a dragline and contrast the prominent
curvilinear patterns found nearby. Similar to the Entrance Mound, the bridge is an opportunity to introduce machinelike elements into the site.
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The Pedestrian Bridge is a continuous beam structure supported by two concrete girders. Steel I-beams are laid
across the T-support girders, followed by a steel decking platform in which lumber is inset. Two cables extending
from the Entrance Mound attach to four cantilevered, vertical members along the bridge, creating the sense of
being enclosed while still being exposed.

Cable Placement Studies
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The two entrance and exit points of the bridge allude to the boom of a dragline. The west edge acts as the
anchored pivot point and the east edge as the tapered end point. The west edge of the bridge docks into the
pathway extending from the Entrance Mound. It is attached - rooted. Here is soil that was spared. The last row of
land that the dragline sat on while digging out what is now the water channel. Contrastingly, the east edge of the
bridge is designed to appear as if it has been momentarily placed down; its delicate steel ramp barely rests on the
shoreline as if it may be picked up at any moment. This land is fragile. It is forever changed due to strip mining.
The bridge deck width ranges from 2000 mm at the west edge, to 3000 mm at its widest point, tapering to 1500
mm at the east edge. The wood decking inset within the steel bridge deck is a continuous width of 1500 mm. The
wood is recycled from the fence posts that once kept the public out of this site. When the width allows, the steel
deck is laser cut in patterns to allow views down to the water. The patterns are taken from those found in aerial
images of the site.

West Shore Edge
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East Shore Edge

Similar to the handrails, the two vertical members located near the widest point of the bridge are angled slightly
outwards to visually expand the narrow bridge deck. Cables that cross above the bridge deck support the vertical
members through tension. The cables are anchored to the Entrance Mound at two points, alluding once again to
its machine-like appearance. Both cables continue past the large vertical members to attach to two smaller vertical
members, allowing people to see the large scale fastening joints up close.
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Pat
hs & Wayfinders
Topography Section (NTS)

Path C

Path A

Path B

Path A

Path B

Path C
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Intervention Plan

Experience:
As visitors enter the spoil piles they observe steel wayfinders embedded within the mounds demarcating their route.
Various stories of miners and locals are embossed or laser cut into the steel wayfinders, as if their story had been
released when the wayfinder scraped away the earth. A path is created as visitors follow the wayfinders through
the site because the groundcover will eventually become trampled and worn. Visitors participate in the reclamation
of the site by leaving traces within this landscape where people have not been allowed to tred for decades. As
they walk the path weaves gently around the spoil pile mounds, constantly enclosing and exposing visitors. Visitors
enter the spoil pile ridges and begin to follow the long rhythmic rows, not able to see beyond them until they come
to a void in a ridge to their right that directs views to a wide, grassy plateau.
Design:
The path is a device to understand the broader landscape. The contrasting path types reflect the different
movements made by the draglines as they traveled through this landscape. For example, when creating the mounds
to the west, the draglines were moving in a smooth, regular motion. Advances in technology by that time meant
that they did not have to visually search for the coal as they did in the era of strip mining to the east. The path
changes significantly as visitors transition from the spoil pile mounds to spoil pile ridges. Visitors begin to weave
back and forth within the older spoil pile landscape where the draglines once searched out coal by trial and error,
weaving, turning back and forth…searching. Within the spoil piles ridges the path advances one at a time, resembling
a dragline completing a finished row and moving one over to the next. This is a landscape of secrets to be stumbled
upon; revealing and concealing is integral to maintaining that experience.
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The conceptual design of the wayfinders focuses on the forms that might be created if draglines
were presently moving through the site. What might they uncover as they chafed the earth and
what indentations or scars would be left? Would the rubbing and scraping reveal stories that were
lost or displaced like the strata layers that envelop them?
The steel wayfinders that have narrative text laser cut into them are illuminated at night from within
by a light fixed to the concrete base attaching the wayfinder to the mound. Within the second spoil
pile environment, the spoil pile ridges, cuts made through the spoil pile ridges act as wayfinding
devices. Narrative text is embossed onto many of the steel retention walls of the ridge cuts as they
curve in the direction of the desired route.
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Over-Under Pat
hway
Cracked Steel in Areas of Slump
Textured Steel in Areas Cutting Through
Raised Earth

Wood Decking

Steel Retaining Walls
Narrative Text Embossed on Steel
Cutout of Mine Pattern Lit From Below

Intervention Plan

Topography Section (NTS)
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Experience:
Visitors see a spoil pile ridge cut open, similar to the others that they have been following as they walk through the
site, but this ridge cut does not lead to another rows of ridges. Instead, a linear, level path of steel cuts, hovers, and
lies in front of them on a wide plateau. They pass through the ridge and down two steps on to the steel pathway
stretched out far before them; the sound of their footsteps becomes deeper as they advance along the path. As
they continue visitors notice cracks in the steel in concentrated areas, only to look around and realize that they
correspond with areas of slumpage running under the path. Similarly, the steel is textured in areas where the path
cuts through areas of raised earth. At the end of the path visitors see a pattern cut into the steel and a deep void
below from which light is shining. Looking at it more closely they see that it is a pattern of underground mine tunnels,
resembling a crude checkerboard pattern. Looking up at the wide plateau, then down to the tunnel pattern the
realization sinks in that they are standing above an immense underground mine.
On dark evenings visitors will see small blue and yellow lights twinkling around them, gradually diminishing as
they reach the edges of the plateau. As they return to the Spoil Piles Walking Route they notice a miner’s quote
embossed on the steel retaining wall of the ridge commenting on how the air felt on his face when he exited the
underground mine. This text reinforces the idea that visitors have just traveled underground to the mine and are now
returning to the surface.
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Design:
The intention of the Over-Under Pathway is to help people realize that 30 m
under their feet is a network of underground mines. It is because of these mines
that this land was spared from strip mining and therefore left seemingly intact.
The concept of this intervention is based on the creation of a similar experience
to that of going underground while remaining on a flat plane.
The entrance to the site is defined by the removal of a segment of the ridge;
steel walls retain the exposed earth. The 30 m long pathway tapers as it
reaches the end point where the path width is that of a coal cart, 1000 mm.
Grasses visually soften the steel edges of the path, which hovers approximately
100 mm off the ground. The path is slightly raised in order to give prominence;
the whole journey has been at ground level, but this area is unique… the ground
here is fragile.
The path’s length is the horizontal measurement of the vertical depth at which
the miners were working. The unfolding of the pathway experience is based on
the miners’ long walks down the tunnels to a dead end where they would work
all day by the light of their candles, helmets, or Davy lamps. Using the horizontal
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plane of the path, attention is drawn to changes in the topography created by the underground workings of the
mine. For example, at the point where the pathway crosses areas of underground slumpage cracks are chiseled
into the steel as if the path has slumped as well. The steel of the flat path is textured at points where it cuts through
any bumps or rises within the plateau, accentuating the gentle undulations of the earth created by the after effects
of the underground mining on site. Cracks and textures within the path bring the vocabulary and rhythm of the
highway’s rumble strips to the pedestrian level.
At the terminus of the pathway the steel runs over a deep void out of which a light shines to illuminate a pattern
cut into the steel. It is a checkerboard pattern created by the room-and-pillar method of mining. The cutout makes
it a precarious act to step over to the wood decking at the end of the path. The decking is provided so visitors
can kneel down to look at the pattern more closely and past to the void below. It is there, at the end point of the
pathway that they are given the opportunity to visually connect to the underground.
The experience of this intervention is meant to extend into the low light of evening as well. Twinkling LED lights
disperse from the path, decreasing in number as they reach the edges of the plateau; their placement emphasizing
the extent of the mine. Their colors of yellow and blue are reminiscent of the light shed by the helmets and Davy
Lamps worn by miners underground. Gazing upon them it becomes possible for visitors to imagine being in an
underground mine, seeing nothing but other miners’ lights and their reflections through the darkness.
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Lookout
Viewing Platform
Steel Retaining Walls

Seating Areas

Winding Path of Black Stone Edged with Steel Bands

Town Markers

Intervention Plan

Topography Section (NTS)
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Experience:
From the Over-Under Pathway visitors follow the wayfinders through the ridges northwards. They step through
another cut in the spoil pile ridges only to realize that they have reached the boundary between the two types of
spoil piles. They now have ridges on their left and mounds on their right. In front of them is a pathway spiraling up
a large mound that appears to have seating on top. As they gain height they are offered views in all directions.
Upon reaching the viewing platform, steel stairs lead visitors to a wooden platform that runs across the mound,
helping viewers situate themselves in reference to this broad expanse of spoil piles. As they sit on the earth benches
they notice two bands of steel set within the ground pointing in two directions. The text embossed along one reads
‘Old Taylorton est. 1890’ and ‘New Taylorton est. 1907’ on the other. Looking in both directions they realize that
two geographical versions of the same town existed within this landscape. For many, this will be the first time that
they hear of these abandoned towns.
Design:
The Lookout is located north of the large water bodies on site in order to provide as much of an uninterrupted view
of the rhythm and pattern of the spoil piles as possible. In order to once again emphasize the temporality of mining
this location also encourages views to both Old Taylorton and New Taylorton.
The path leading up to the Lookout is constructed of black stone and steel. The steel ensures a clean edge,
while the black stone once again lends reference to the reason that this whole site exists - the coal beneath the
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visitor’s feet. As visitors travel along the winding path upwards,
steel bands running horizontal to the ground plane demarcate
each metre of rise, articulating the gradual layering of earth that
created this spoil pile.
Nearing the top, steel edged stairs lead to the viewing platform.
The platform orients visitors towards views of this landscape’s
patterns. Geotextiles reinforce the earth benches on either
side of the viewing platform. The town markers, thick steel strips
embedded within the decking and earth, are embossed with the
names of nearby former mining towns. This newfound awareness
of the abandoned Taylorton settlements will enrich the visitor’s
experience of the next and final intervention, the Town Viewer.
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Town Viewer

Town Viewer

View to
New Taylorton

Parking

View North to
Town Viewer

New Taylorton c. 1920
View North to Town
Viewer Mounds
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Context Plan

(Saskatchewan Archives)

New Taylorton, 2008

Experience:
After using the Lookout, visitors follow the Spoil Pile Walking Route along the boundary of the spoil pile ridges and
mounds back to the Pedestrian Bridge. As they cross the bridge the parking lot cannot be seen due to the low
berms surrounding it, which helps ensure that the experience of this mining landscape continues until visitors exit the
Entrance Mound.
As visitors exit and drive towards the highway access the road veers slightly to the right, orienting their sight lines
to a low, wide mound alone in the distance. It appears that a segment of the mound has been removed, but due
to the angle of orientation they cannot see through the void. Moments later, after two turns, their line of sight is
directed straight ahead to a wall of steel standing within the void. After wandering throughout the Coalfields Walk
Site they are curious to see another intervention. Visitors park and walk towards the Town Viewer, a trough of black
stone extending from it towards them. One of the steel retention walls holding back the earth of the mounds has
text on it that reads ‘4 abandoned towns…’. They approach the Town Viewer, noticing a small cutout within it, Visitors
place their hands on the steel wall as they peer through the cutout, curious to know what view it frames. A filigree
outline of the previous mining tipple within the cutout orients the viewer towards the abandoned mining town of New
Taylorton in the distance. The trough of black stone continues past the Town Viewer toward the abandoned town
site, inviting visitors to walk across the grass towards New Taylorton.
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Earth Mounds
Steel Retaining Walls
Trough of Black Stone
Site Signage
Parking

Town Viewer Device

Intervention Plan

Topography Section (NTS)
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Design:
The use of the road and low berms within the design of the Town Viewer is integral since the intervention must be
perceivable at both the vehicular and pedestrian scale. Visitors’ perception of the Town Viewer unfolds as they are
oriented towards very specific views of it from various distances. First they are oriented towards the low berm but
offered no view through its void. The next turn in the road orients visitors directly towards the void, the Town Viewer
standing within.
The absence of New Taylorton is more powerful than anything that could be placed within its former townsite.
Accordingly, the intervention is located at a distance from the town site in order to emphasize that absence.
The form of the Town Viewer was developed from the need to offer the former residents of this town something
permanent; a wall, a place to bear witness to their lives in this neglected place.
The parking for this intervention is oriented along an angle that leads to the centre of the Town Viewer; the design
constantly encouraging a direct line of site for the user. A trough of black stone dug into the ground extends 10 m
towards them from the Town Viewer. Its width corresponds to that of the cutout within the viewer. The trough is the
element of the design that visually reaches out to the audience and draws people towards the Town Viewer. Its
creation was influenced by stories of how slag heaps and long, thin trails of coal left by haul trucks once smoldered
for days near the town sites.
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The Town Viewer is located 7 m from the berms, which taper from a 4 m to 2.6 m width. The berms, at a height of
2.5 m are slightly higher than the Town Viewer. The angular cuts through them taper slightly toward the Town Viewer
in order to further focus the visitor’s attention.
The Town Viewer itself is a thick plane of steel measuring 1.5 m wide and 2.5 m tall, with a small rectangular cutout.
The intention is to have visitors approach the Town Viewer and touch or peek through it as if they were looking
through a crack or window of an old, abandoned farmhouse. In order to lend understanding to what visitors are
seeing, an abstracted image of the former town is employed. Using old photos from the Saskatchewan Archives
and a farmer’s hand drawn map of New Taylorton that I happened upon in the Bienfait Coalfields Historical
Museum, I was able to deduce the former location of the town’s tipple. Using this knowledge, a steel filigree scene
of the former tipple and other existing elements of the abandoned town, such as four old mineshaft poles, was
created to help situate viewers. As they gaze through the Town Viewer visitors cannot help but notice the emptiness
of New Taylorton and perhaps wonder what the other three abandoned town sites look like.
Upon returning to their vehicles, visitors once again see the remnants of the ‘old road’ as they turn towards the
highway. As they drive away from the site, their perception of this mining landscape is positively altered.
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Views from the roadway as visitors
approach the Town Viewer...
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Implementation
The implementation of the proposed development would occur over a period of years,
with the Coalfields Walk Site as the catalyst. The multiple interventions will draw attention
to this sublime landscape while paying tribute to the people that worked and lived here.
The most important aspect of the development is that it creates an interaction between
society and this formerly private mining land. By opening the property up to the public a
statement is made that this landscape is worth something, that the lives of the men and
women who lived, worked, cried, and laughed here are worth remembering. Here is a
culture revealing itself to us through the land. It is all here, waiting to be found.
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Chapter 7: Reveal
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“If living in history means we cannot help leaving marks
on a fallen world, then the dilemma we face is to decide
what kind of marks we wish to leave” (Cronon, 1995, p.86).
Looking back, the exploration of this industrial landscape was about trying to understand why I was so attracted
to the Estevan/Bienfait Coalfields. Initially it was the physical beauty. Those strange, little mounds blanketing the
flat prairie with no obvious explanation of what they were doing there. It was a mystery and I could not help but
be curious.
But then I was intrigued by the culture of mining. The stories from Lenni about the Welsh notch, Rose’s anecdotes
of being a coal-miner’s daughter, and the archival photographs of white eyes staring out from black, coal-covered
faces. These people lived a less comfortable life so that the rest of the province could live comfortably. Their lives
were inextricably tied to the extraction of coal and the manipulation of this landscape to make a living.
Landscape architecture can create an opportunity for the public to engage with this constructed landscape first
hand. Visitors could be guided through the remnant spoil piles in a thoughtful, poetic manner, enabling visitors to
reinterpret these industrial lands for themselves. I imagine how much richer the experience of the Estevan/Bienfait
Coalfields would be if we understood each of the elements and their connections... A river carving its way through
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this otherwise flat landscape. Creeks offering their resources for power. Forgotten towns waving in the wind as they
threaten to slowly blow away. Monstrous draglines heaving across the horizon. Smoke billowing from the power
stations as they both light up the night, beckoning to the draglines for more coal to fuel their appetite.
One by one they all connect in our mind until we understand it this landscape. Each element is a glimpse at this tale
of remembrance and neglect, but it is not until we move through each of these spaces that we perceive the story
clearly. We will all hear it differently, but each time we do, the importance of this landscape increases. We receive
its story, giving the existence of this mining landscape greater worth.

“…revealing that much of what we usually count as natural is really
the old scars of earlier desecrations, with the further implication
that maybe it was always desecration, all the way down. Maybe
the sacred landscape is the landscape that has learned to live
with ritual pollutions and cleanse itself with them.”
by Frederick Turner
(Berger, 2002, p. 12)
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